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Chapter 12
(1) <pre merger> appears instead of <pre-merger> in too many places to list, starting on P.3 11 lines from bottom
(2) P.5, line 1 of fn#877 substitute <to> for <from>:
(3) P.6, 16 lines from bottom in the footnote, the R before <--e.g.,> should be italicized: substitute <R> for <R>
(4) P.18, 5 lines from bottom: substitute <pre-existing> for <pre existing>
(5) P.170, line 15: substitute <importance> for <important>.

Chapter 13
(6) P.191, line 23 substitute <R> for <R>

Chapter 14
(7) P.290, DIAGRAM VI: the symbol MRXYZ should not appear in the diagram
(8) P.332, heading (vii): 1. Ignore double “(vii)”.
   2. add at end of heading (vii): <Because It Lowers Consumers’ Assessments of the Product’s Material Quality, Changes the Product’s Image, and/or Changes the Attributes of the Product’s Consumers>

Conclusion
(9) P.615, 3rd Paragraph, line 2: substitute <sections> for <section>
(10) P.616, heading 1.: substitute <Economics> for <Economic>
(11) P.616, heading A. line 1: substitute <Economics> for <Economic>
(12) P.617, 2nd Paragraph, line 6: after <object> insert <or effect>
(13) P.618, 2nd Paragraph, line 1: insert <effect-focused> between <the> and <concepts>
(14) P.621, fn#1620 line 10: substitute <incur to supply them> for <charge to secure their patronage
(15) P.621, fn#1620 4 lines from bottom: substitute <causes> for <cause>
(16) P.623, lines 10-11: omit <are also covered by item (4) in the preceding paragraph’s list>
(17) P.624, 1st Paragraph, 8 lines from bottom: add <, > after <misallocation> at end of line
(18) P.625 line 8: substitute <AND> for <AND> after <POLICY>; substitute <AND> for <AND> after <U.S.>
(19) P.628:
   1. 1st Paragraph, line 11: insert <pairs of> after <two>
   2. 1st Paragraph, lines 13-16: substitute for the text starting with <The relevant> and ending with <non-cooperation>: the following text: <The first pair of subcategories is natural oligopolistic pricing and contrived oligopolistic pricing:>
   3. Above the final Paragraph, (i.e., before the last 6 lines of the page), staring at the left-hand margin (i.e., no indent for a new Paragraph): <The second pair of subcategories is contrived oligopolistic pricing that relies (perhaps inter alia) on threats of retaliation and contrived oligopolistic pricing that relies exclusively on promises of reciprocation.>
   4. 4 lines from bottom: substitute <concertation> for <concentration>
   5. 3 lines from bottom: substitute <Article> for <Articles>
(21) P.658, 13 lines from bottom: substitute <are> for <is>
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